SPORTS DEPICTED AT RALLY

BC Council Gets Action; Gunn Offers Suggestions

Name College Musicians to Perform in All-County Orchestra Concert

Athletes On Hand for Sports Rally

Will Spice Rally Tomorrow

Grad Meet Today

Robert Taylor Named to Lead Honor Society

Brumell Studios Offer Sophomores Picture Special

Play Tryouts Start Monday

Noble Johnson Directs Play
Campus Ramblings

Men Look! New Trend in Jackets

The men are sure to be a sensation this fall on the way back from class when they wear the shirtsleeved black coat and the long-sleeved white overcoats that are in so...
HOOPSTERS FINISH SECOND IN METROPOLITAN LEAGUE

Renegades Set Scoring Record
As Team Swamps Harbor 100-73

By Dan Morgan
Sports Editor

Capping off the best season ever by the basketball team, the Renegades captured the Metrophones Cabrini Cup with a 100-73 romp over Harbor today. The victory, the 12th straight for the Renegades, brought their season mark to 20-3 and they now hold a four-game lead over the next Metrophones team.

The victory was also a scoring record for the Renegades as they averaged 100 points per game for the four-game stretch. The previous record was held by the 1972-73 team which averaged 98 points per game.

Baseballers Drop 3 of 4 In Bad Start

By Gary O’Donnell

Solving the very tricky problem of rehabilitating the baseball team, the Renegades have lost three of their first four games. The team will be looking to get back on track when they face Harbor tomorrow afternoon.

On Saturday, the Renegades were defeated by Harbor 8-4, marking the third straight loss for the team. The next game against Fullerton tomorrow will be a crucial one for the team.

G Golden Bears Win 28-8 At Stockdale

A charge for the Golden Bears was led by their baseball team which dominated Fullerton today. The team scored 28 runs off Fullerton, making it a fierce battle. The Bears are now 2-1 in the season.

In other games, the Renegades were defeated by Harbor 8-4, marking the third straight loss for the team. The next game against Fullerton tomorrow will be a crucial one for the team.

Softballers Lose First Duel
As Chaffee Wins 62-60

By Pete Granneman

The Renegades faced a tough challenge against the Chaffee softball team today. The game was intense and ended in a tie, 62-60.

The Renegades were set to make a comeback, but Chaffee managed to hold on for the victory. The next game against Fullerton tomorrow will be a crucial one for the team.

Netters Dropped by COS
Meet in Rematch Today

The Renegades faced off against COS today, losing a tight game. The off season was set to be filled with practice, but the team will now have to regroup for a rematch against Fullerton tomorrow.

The team is looking forward to a successful season, but they know that the road to victory won’t be easy. The next game against Fullerton tomorrow will be a crucial one for the team.
BASEBALL, TENNIS AND TRACK OPEN METROPOLITAN PLAY

Renegade Baseballers Open Metro; Plan Hot Reception for LA Valley

Metropolitan Conference Notes appear on the Renegade Record Wednesday. Cider-Moon will be one of the conference's top four teams. The Renegades will face Loyola, Oregon State and UCLA this season. Tuesday afternoon, the Renegades played against the University of Oregon, losing 2-1. The game was scheduled to be played in Eugene, but was moved to the University of Oregon's stadium due to high winds. The score was 2-1 at the end of the first inning, with the Renegades leading. After a scoreless second inning, the University of Oregon scored two runs in the third inning, giving them a 2-1 lead. The Renegades scored one run in the fourth inning, but were unable to score more, resulting in a 2-1 loss. The Renegades will continue their season with a game against the University of Oregon on Thursday, March 18th. The game will be played at the University of Oregon's stadium.

Cindermen Take 3-Way Track Fest

Shaping itself after the previous gathering by the North Valley League, the Cindermen will compete in a three-way track meet at the University of California. The meet will feature teams from the North Valley League along with teams from the University of Southern California and the University of Oregon. The Cindermen will be seeking to improve on their performance at the previous gathering, where they placed fourth in the North Valley League. The meet will be held at the University of California and will feature races of various distances, including sprints, middle-distance events, and long-distance events. The Cindermen will be looking to demonstrate their strength and improve their overall performance at the meet.

Choir, Band Members to Travel South

Choir and band members will travel to Los Angeles and San Diego for a concert tour. The choir will perform at the University of Southern California and the University of California. The band will perform at the University of California and the University of Southern California. The choir and band members will have the opportunity to experience different cultures and enjoy performances by other musical groups. The choir and band members will also have the opportunity to attend concerts by world-renowned musicians and watch performances by other musical groups.

Swingers Drop Two; Meet LCBC

The Swingers dropped two games last week and will meet the Los Angeles City College baseball team this week. The Swingers lost to the Los Angeles City College baseball team 6-2 and 2-1. The Los Angeles City College baseball team is ranked second in the Metro Conference and is seeking to maintain their lead. The Swingers are facing a tough challenge in their upcoming game against the Los Angeles City College baseball team. The Los Angeles City College baseball team is well-coached and has a strong batting lineup. The Swingers will need to play their best if they hope to secure a victory.

Netters Lose to COS, 9-3; Open Metro With LBCC

The Renegades' tennis team lost to the City College of San Francisco, 9-3. The Renegades will open the Metro Conference with the Los Angeles City College, 9-3. The Renegades' tennis team will need to improve their performance if they hope to secure a victory against the Los Angeles City College. The Los Angeles City College is well-coached and has a strong team of players. The Renegades will need to focus on their individual strengths and work together as a team if they hope to secure a victory.

GRADUATING SOON?

There is a chance for the Class of 1956 to attend the California State University at San Jose. The Class of 1956 will need to apply for admission to the university and meet the admission requirements. The university is seeking to recruit talented and motivated students. The Class of 1956 will need to demonstrate their academic achievements and leadership qualities to be considered for admission.
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Salamanders Give Chase To Enthusiast, Dr. Gorman

"Notice gave me one last fee but I couldn't ..." Your subject will benefit from the information provided. It's a great find.

Direction Up!

"And This one...

Council Names the Date; Carnival Set for May

"July 2 is the day for the..." This is indeed a wonderful event. I couldn't resist sharing it.

Brooks Looks

"Anne De Paul's 8 Years is one of the..." This is such a lovely story. It's a pity we can't all see it live.

"...free Carnival Tickets..." I'm glad to see this information is being shared.

"...the name of the..." This is an important detail.

"...the store..." This is a great addition to the story.

"...the man..." This is a crucial aspect of the story.

"...the man..." This is a vital part of the narrative.

Music, Rhythm Wanted; No Experience Needed

"FARM CLASSES APPRAISE LANDS..." This is a fascinating piece. I'm sure many students will find it informative.

"...First of all, everyone..." This is a significant reminder.

"...the conditions change..." This is a key point to consider.

"...the crops..." This is a crucial part of the learning process.

"...the fruit..." This is a great addition to the story.

"...the housing..." This is a vital part of the narrative.

"...the man..." This is a crucial aspect of the story.

"...the man..." This is a vital part of the narrative.

Kraftsmen to Give GMC Pickup at BC Carnival
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Horsehiders Outlook Improved; Hits Come Easy in Metro Opener

By Gary Good

Horsehiders Turning Their Attention to Superior Groundwork of Players

A series of exceptionally strong performances by the Horsehiders in recent games has boosted the team's optimism for the upcoming season. With the summer training period in full swing, the team is focusing on improving their teamwork and overall performance on the field.

SPORTS

Truth About Managers Brought to Spotlight

By Gary Gill

Former manager of the Horsehiders, Don Roberts, has come forward with inside information about the team's operations. Roberts, who served as manager for several seasons, claims he was subjected to unfair treatment and was often overlooked for credit when the team achieved success. Roberts also revealed that the team's current manager, Bob Johnson, has made significant changes to the roster, which has led to a decline in performance.

BENSON VISITS BC CAMPUS

KAMPTON.

Renegade Rip

Renegades Post Second

In Triangular Track Meet

In a tight finish, the Horsehiders emerged victorious in a triangular track meet against the Mayhew and Cal Poly Mustangs. The meet took place in the Horsehiders home stadium and was attended by a large crowd.

Up and Away

Benson's impressive aerial abilities were on full display as he led the team to victory. His skillful maneuvers and strategic positioning were instrumental in securing the win.

Three Plays: Radio Production On BC Spring Drama Calendar

The Horsehiders have announced that they will be performing three radio plays as part of their spring drama calendar. The plays will be produced and directed by Ron Headley, the new director of the drama department.

All Makes

For Our Special Student Rates

weil/S

Mitchell and Snyder

Phone S. 5.8469

1957 N. CHESTER - QUINCEY

Complete Service Shop and Tire Combined

"Holt Yr 1957 West Highlander - Call Mitchell and Snyder"

Three Plays: Radio Production On BC Spring Drama Calendar

The three radio plays are "Death Valley Or Bust!" Motto Of BC Geologists," "Three Plays: Radio Production On BC Spring Drama Calendar," and "Benson Visits BC Campus.

Farming Future Brighter For College Ag Students

The Department of Agriculture at BC College has been awarded a grant to implement a new program aimed at preparing students for careers in agriculture. The program will provide students with hands-on experience in various aspects of agriculture, including animal husbandry, crop production, and sustainable farming practices.

Where To Headed?

The Horsehiders will be performing "Where To Headed?" on the BC campus. The play is a comedy about a group of students who must navigate the challenges of college life and make important decisions about their future.

Ted Mulligan To Emcee 'Crust of City' At Assembly

The "Crust of City" assembly will feature Ted Mulligan as the emcee. The assembly will focus on the importance of community involvement and will include guest speakers and interactive activities.

Drumfire Fills Air With Sound Of Change

The annual Drumfire event, held on the BC campus, was a vibrant celebration of diversity and cultural exchange. Participants gathered to enjoy music, dance, and food from various cultures.

Beverly Varnum

female lead
Editorial

The Life You Save...

It is regrettable that many students do not se the value in "life-saving" work. This is to say, do not worth their time and energy in helping others.

Many of us who take part in the Red Cross Blood Drive plan are not fully aware of the importance of this work. We are aware of the need for blood, but it is difficult to see the direct result of our efforts.

To some there was more concern in the search for an efficient system of life-saving than in the actual saving of lives. To others, the thought of the fact that students were helping to save lives, brought no results.

The Red Cross Blood Drive plan is an example of what can be done when we work together. It is a reminder of the importance of our efforts.

Despite the professional pressure, it is not wise to be too specialized in a field. It is wise to be aware of the importance of our work, and to be aware of the importance of the work of others.

This is not to say that our own is not important. It is important, but we should not be too specialized, too much a part of one field.

The work of all fields is important, and we should be aware of the importance of each.

Star Gazing

By Jim Johnson

Blanchard Blunder

KIDDERVILLE, Sept. 1-Mrs. Blanchard Blunder, a veteran teacher of Blanchard Blunder, has been named to the executive board of the Blanchard Blunder Parent-Teacher Association. Mrs. Blunder has been active in the association for many years, and has served as its president and secretary.

"I am very happy to accept this position," said Mrs. Blunder. "I have always been interested in the welfare of the children, and I am anxious to help in any way I can."

The Parent-Teacher Association is an organization that works to improve the school system, and to promote the welfare of the children. Mrs. Blunder's appointment is an example of the importance of this work.

BC Among Colleges to Host Foreign Students

BC has been selected to host foreign students as part of its international exchange program. This is a great opportunity for us to learn about other cultures and peoples.

The program will allow students to live and study in a foreign country for a semester. It is a great opportunity to learn about other cultures and to experience a different way of life.

The program will also allow students to bring new ideas and perspectives back to BC. This is important, as it will help us to expand our thinking and to understand the world better.

The program will be open to all students who meet the requirements. If you are interested, please contact the international exchange office.

Four D's Talk Way to Championship Trophy

Dan Davies and Owen Dwyer, co-captains of the BC Basketball team, have won the "Four D's" Challenge. The challenge is a way to determine the team's championship trophy.

The Four D's are: dump, drive, dish, and rebound. The team with the highest point total wins the trophy.

Davies and Dwyer have shown that they are the best in the country. They have led the team to victory in many games, and have earned the respect of their opponents.

They are a great team, and we are proud to have them as our co-captains. We congratulate them on their victory, and look forward to seeing them in action in the upcoming season.

Column

Right

The "Annie" show was coming again the other day, because I was so interested in it. I went to see it, and I was not disappointed.

The show was as good as the first time I saw it. I was impressed by the acting, the singing, and the music. I was also impressed by the set design and the costumes.

I was particularly impressed by the way the cast worked together. They were all very good, and they worked well together.

I think "Annie" is a great show, and I would recommend it to anyone who is interested in theater. I hope it comes back soon, so I can see it again.

Art Supplies

WINGATE'S

1604 Nineteenth Street

Fresno 0-5196

SUPPLIORGE

ANGELES PEGGERS

10-v. Design, including, and by, and washable package

Cherry and Wheat 1-0855
SPORTS

BC Netters Lose; Pon Takes Singles Set

The Radcliff College tennis team ended the season with a 6-3 win over West Virginia University, but the Bears lost to George Washington University, 5-2.

Thincldas Play Host Friday After Relays Performance

The thincldas will host a relays performance on Friday night. The event will include a variety of relays, including the 4x100 meter and 4x400 meter.

Divot Diggers Lose to El C

The Divot Diggers lost to El C, 1-0, in the final game of the season. The team is currently second in the conference.

Renegade Swimmers Lose; Santa Monica Team Strong

The Renegade swimmers lost to Santa Monica, 10-0, in their final meet of the season. The Santa Monica team is currently second in the conference.

FLASH - March Ends; Fools to Have 'Heyday'

At the end of March, the weather is expected to be warmer and brighter. This is a great time to enjoy outdoor activities and spend time with friends and family.

Easter Parade

The Easter Parade will be held on April 1st at 10:00 AM in the city center. All floats and participants are encouraged to dress in colorful and festive attire.

Motor City

Chevrolet cars and trucks are on display at the Motor City event. The event will feature a variety of cars and trucks, including muscle cars and classic trucks.

College Bowling League Starts; Members Play This Afternoon

The College Bowling League is starting this afternoon. Members are encouraged to participate and enjoy the friendly competition.
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Spring Fashions, Happy Jesters on Program Friday

Beta Gamma Rho Presents Latest Fads from Coffee's

The Beta Gamma Rho chapter will present a fashion show featuring the latest fads from Coffee's. The event will be held on Friday night, starting at 7:00 PM.

Modern Dance Club

To Help Shape 'Up-Evening of Music'

The Modern Dance Club will present an 'Evening of Music' to help shape up for the upcoming event. The event will feature a variety of music genres, including jazz, rock, and classical.

Retrement Band

Concert Tickets

The Retrement Band will be performing at the concert. Tickets are available for purchase at the door.

College Paper Takes Prize

The college paper was awarded a prize for its exceptional quality. The staff is proud of the hard work and dedication that went into producing the paper.
Fingers Now Tell All

Fingers now tell all. No more guesswork, no more wondering—just the facts! The newest, latest gadget in the world of sports: the electronic scorecard! The Finger Master, as it is called, contains all the scores, game times, and other important data for any game. Just slip it into your pocket, and you're ready to go.

Thursday, March 30, 1955
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LA Philharmonic To Appear In Harvey April 17

LA Philharmonic, under the direction of Arturo Toscanini, will appear on April 17 in Harvey Hall under the auspices of Kent County Young Men's Association. This concert will also be the final one of the season, with the program being brought directly from New York. It will feature the famous spirituals and Negro Spirituals. A program of favorite tunes and a special feature of the concert will be the performance of the spirituals by the Royal Negro Spiritualists. The ensembles will include a variety of solos and duets, with solos by such well-known artists as Robert淺, Nina Mae Harner, John Johnson, and others.

DIRECTIONS UP

To Kent County Young Men's Association, where the concert will be held. The concert will be in the month of April.

BROOK'S LOOKS

This is a program that will not be forgotten. It is a program that will be remembered long after it has passed. The concert will be held in the month of April.
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**Sports**

**Renegades Win One, Lose One; Viking Nine Takes Metro Lead**

Sluggo burned through the game as the Long Beach College Vikings, during the Bakersfield Renegades 14-10 Saturday at Long Beach. The game gave the Vikings unassisted leadership in the conference.

On Friday, Bakersfield honored El Camino, while the Vikings snapped last LA Valley, 6-3.

**SC Coach Jess Hill On Panel; Cuts Loose**

By Gary Girard

Two of the leading sports figures in Southern California, Jess Hill, head football coach at USC, and Bob Samelson, sports editor of the Pasadena Star-News, left a sports panel discussion at the 70th Annual Newspaper Day—sponsored by the USC School of Journalism. Three students were on the sports discussion at USC Saturday.

Hill and Samelson both made known a number of policy of policy.

Answer to the thought of the great game.

Asked what he thought of the great game, he pointed to the Los Angeles Times.

"We made more mistakes than they did," said Samelson. "Fifteen Long Beach men walked onto the field with 14 Renegades, with free passes to the game.

"BC Wonders Better."

"Sagging against the game, the Long Beach defense played the game well. "—Hill pointed out this game, "might get too much publicity. Hill answered, "A boy, a sometime player, might get too much publicity. Let him be his brother's best.

"We have a system to keep him off the team, but if he does well, he has a chance to go.

"We gave him a week's rest and used a strong defensive team, and then when he can do it."

The question asked pointed to the Trojan's halftime huddle.

"Feudal Feelings Revealed.

Samelson also gave out sports stories of the touch, "Beginning sports writers use too flaky words," he said. He also said sports stories use too flaky words.

"Tell the story.

"We have a system to keep him off the team, but if he does well, he has a chance to go."

"Tell the story.

"We gave him a week's rest and used a strong defensive team, and then when he can do it."

**Three Tie For Bowling Top Spot**

With three tie scores for the top spot, Bakersfield College hardcourt Bowling League goes into its final round. It was announced last week that Engineers Number One, and Philex are tied for second place, and with the three teams, they are tied for third place. If tied, the teams will replay in the tournament. "Tough Point System." Being a four point handicap league, the top spot teams will have two games, a total of 23 points. They are to play in each game, with handicap and one point for each full breach, without handicap.

**Near Monopoly of 1st From Gade Splasher**

The Renegade splasher, doing a lot for LA Valley, has their first monoploy meet at Jefferson Pool last week. Coach Jim Turner reports that his boys are improving all the time and should become a real threat. The games last Friday were relatively poor but the Renegades are a good margin of 144-200.

"The BC swimmers took first at the bottom two, the 100 yard Freestyle and diving. Among them with best times, Rick showed in the 100 yard breast stroke, Gordon Eil, the 70 yard back stroke, Ken Crabill in the 220 freestyle, Bill Robinson on the back stroke, Bob Smith in the 440 and Wade Frederick in the individual medley. The 440 relay team also gained first spot. Turner stated, "We think we can beat East Los Angeles today in the East Side pool. My boys are improving good conditions, considering the one hour a day onlyages sessions."

**Which Way's Down**

Renegade diver, Roger Hudson, is shown after leaving board at Jefferson pool last Friday. He's in a luck just prior to going into his 3/4 prize on the end of the pool, Jim Turner assures that coach is improving every meet and was one of the valley's leading divers last year when he competed for East Long, Hudson will be diving against ELA here this Friday.

**Power Shows at Griffith; BC Thincadles Take Third**

Last Friday in Griffith Stadium, Bob Smith, white, splasher, finish third in the championship meet, sponsored by LA Harbor Scout Owls and the LA Valley Monitor. The double header was held at LA Valley, Harbors, BC, 37, Valley, 40, and Harbor, 36. Valley's team, the seniors, won first place with 249 points. BC had 200, and Harbor 174. Smith has a 10 yard breast stroke, Gordon Eil, the 70 yard back stroke, Ken Crabill in the 220 freestyle, Bill Robinson on the back stroke, Bob Smith in the 440 and Wade Frederick in the individual medley. The 440 relay team also gained first spot. Turner stated, "We think we can beat East Los Angeles today in the East Side pool. My boys are improving good conditions, considering the one hour a day onlyages sessions."
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